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Abstract Mesoscale eddies are ubiquitous in the ocean, transporting semi‐isolated water masses as well
as advecting tracers and biota. The extent to which eddies impact the environment depends on the time
they retain water parcels. Here we quantify retention times of mesoscale eddies in a (1/10)° model of the
East Australian Current and its extension along the southeast coast of Australia. We ﬁnd that retention
times vary widely, between 3 and 357 days, but peak around 24 and 27 days for anticyclones and cyclones,
respectively. Changes in eddy shape, though not in eddy size, relate to water exchange between the eddy
and the background ﬂow. An increase in eccentricity (eddy elongation) often leads to water leakage, while a
decrease is associated with water retention. Thus, the change in eddy eccentricity can be used as a
diagnostic of the eddy's likelihood to exchange water with its surrounding. We ﬁnd that water within a
region of the eddy that is close to uniform rotation and rotating faster than uniform vorticity is more likely
to be retained. Typical retention times are long enough for eddies to transport water across regions of
contrasting hydrographic properties, develop a biogeochemical response, and inﬂuence
connectivity patterns.

Plain Language Summary Eddies occur globally throughout the ocean carrying water, its
properties, and biota. This study quantiﬁes the time that eddies along southeast Australia retain water
elucidating their potential to affect the environment, for instance, by transporting warm East Australian
Current water poleward, or the larvae of marine organisms. Our results show that eddies typically retain
water over a month irrespective of their direction of rotation; however, the time they retain water varies with
geographical location. Water is retained for longer in anticyclonic eddies (rotating right) that distribute
along the continental shelf break and in cyclonic eddies (rotating left) that occur offshore in the Tasman Sea.
We also ﬁnd that eddies that elongate tend to leak water while eddies that become more circular promote the
retention of water. Our results suggest that eddies along southeast Australia are likely to affect
marine ecosystems.
1. Introduction
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Eddies or isolated vortices are ubiquitous features in the ocean, inﬂuencing water mass transport and
properties. For example, Agulhas rings can carry water masses across the entire South Atlantic inﬂuencing
the transport of heat and salt (Beron‐Vera et al., 2013; de Ruijter et al., 1999). In some regions eddy‐induced
zonal mass transport is comparable in magnitude to that of the wind and thermohaline‐driven circulation
(Zhang et al., 2014). Eddies also inﬂuence the oceans biogeochemistry modulating chlorophyll distribution
by horizontal advection (Chelton, Gaube, et al., 2011) and inducing bursts of productivity through mechanical uplift of nutrient rich water (Bakun, 2006; Falkowski et al., 1991). Indeed, Benitez‐Nelson et al. (2007)
observed an eddy enhancing productivity and biomass in an otherwise oligotrophic ecosystem off the
Hawaiian Islands. By trapping and recirculating water masses, eddies also transport and shape the pathways
of particulates (inert or biota). Brach et al. (2018) show mesoscale eddies trapping and concentrating plastic
litter in the North Atlantic with potential to transport it. Similarly, Lindo‐Atichati et al. (2013) show that
eddies in the Gulf of Mexico affect the distribution of ﬁsh larvae; moreover, the inﬂuence of eddies on
connectivity (e.g., exchange of larvae among settlement habitats) is key in regions with swift currents
(Cetina‐Heredia et al., 2015; Yeung et al., 2001).
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Figure 1. Snapshots of remotely sensed (a) sea surface temperature and geostrophic velocities (Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer AVHRR L3S product) and (b) ocean color (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
MODIS) showing the presence of mesoscale eddies inﬂuencing temperature and chlorophyll distributions along southeast
Australia on 26–27 November 2006. EAC = East Australian Current.

Eddy lifespan has been examined worldwide (e.g., Chaigneau et al., 2008; Chelton, Schlax, & Samelson, 2011;
Lin et al., 2015; Pilo, Mata, & Azevedo, 2015), but only a handful of studies have quantiﬁed the time that
eddies retain water parcels (e.g., Condie & Condie, 2016; d'Ovidio et al., 2013). Throughout their lifespan,
eddies generally stretch and undergo ﬁlamentation causing dispersion of the ﬂuid mass (Beron‐Vera et al.,
2013; Haller & Beron‐Vera, 2013); thus, the potential of eddies to affect their environment through the retention and transport of water is not well known. Theoretical and modeling studies have examined the dynamics
of retention and leakage by eddies (e.g., de Steur & van Leeuwen, 2004; Early et al., 2011; Froyland et al., 2015;
Haller, 2005), and a few studies have identiﬁed water mass transport based on Lagrangian eddy boundaries
(Beron‐Vera et al., 2008, 2013; Wang et al., 2015). However, a systematic characterization of retention by
mesoscale eddies has rarely been attempted (but see Abernathey & Haller, 2018). This study aims ﬁrst to characterize eddies and retention time along southeast Australia and second to relate these eddy characteristics
with instances of water entrainment, retention, or leakage.
Along southeast Australia, the circulation is dominated by the poleward ﬂowing East Australian Current
(EAC), the EAC extension, and mesoscale eddies (e.g., Ridgway & Dunn, 2003; Figure 1). Patterns of connectivity (Roughan et al., 2011), productivity (Roughan et al., 2017), and larval supply to the continental platform (Cetina‐Heredia et al., 2019) in this region have been shown to be inﬂuenced by mesoscale eddies.
Cetina‐Heredia et al. (2014) showed that the contribution to poleward transport by eddies has increased
in the last decade; moreover, eddies are projected to become more stable under a climate change scenario
(A1B, Matear et al., 2013; Oliver et al., 2015). Some of the mesoscale eddy characteristics along southeast
Australia have been identiﬁed; for instance, Pilo, Oke, et al. (2015) used altimetry to map their distribution
and propagation and quantify their size, amplitude, and vorticity; Everett et al. (2012) quantiﬁed their biophysical properties; and Rykova and Oke (2015), Rykova et al. (2017) explored their hydrographic properties
(temperature and salinity). Here we quantify their retention time. In addition, we explore if, and how, eddy
metrics relate to retention.
A better understanding of the relation between eddy characteristics and water retention or leakage can aid
predictions in terms of eddy retention times and the consequent impact on the environment. Here we
CETINA‐HEREDIA ET AL.
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quantify that the time water parcels are retained within eddies and focus
on metrics that characterize the eddy (e.g., diameter and vorticity) and on
dynamical metrics that have been suggested to drive retention or leakage
(e.g., degree of uniform rotation). Eddy metrics (e.g., diameter and vorticity) and retention diagnostics (e.g., degree of uniform vorticity and eccentricity) are averaged over the time period that water parcels are retained,
and these metrics are then used to explore the relation with retention
time. In addition, we use composites of eddy metrics across instances
when water parcels are entrained, retained, and leaked.
In order to characterize eddies and their potential to retain water parcels,
our approach combines Lagrangian and Eulerian techniques; ﬁrst, we
examine particle trajectories and their spin parameter (ΩS, rotation) to
quantify retention time from instances when water parcels enter, remain,
and leave eddies; second, to verify the spin parameter diagnoses water
parcels inside eddies, we corroborate the presence of eddies in velocity
ﬁelds simultaneous to times when the spin parameter indicates looping
trajectories; ﬁnally, we use these velocity ﬁelds to characterize the eddies
(Figures 2 and 3).
1.1. Advantages of a Lagrangian‐Eulerian Approach
Using a combined Lagrangian‐Eulerian approach is convenient because
identifying looping trajectories provides the means to quantify the time
that diagnosed eddies retain water parcels. We implement a Lagrangian
approach that does not focus on the eddy's lifespan, which is one of the
characteristics derived from Eulerian eddy detection and tracking methods. Using the time a water parcel is trapped within an eddy instead of its lifespan is important because
an eddy may persist after leaking water; thus, the eddy lifespan is not necessarily representative of the retention time. On the other hand, motivated by drifter observations, Lagrangian techniques to estimate eddy
characteristics (e.g., size and vorticity) from looping trajectories have been developed (e.g., Brassington,

Figure 2. Three‐dimensional trajectory of a particle (blue line) superimposed are examples of 2‐D velocity ﬁelds used at three different time steps
to characterize the eddy. The dots represent the particle positions every 6 hr
that correspond to each 2‐D velocity ﬁeld analyzed (available every 3 days).

Figure 3. (a) Trajectory of a particle while entrained in an eddy (blue line) superimposed on the velocity ﬁeld (63 m deep)
corresponding to the ﬁrst 3 days of the particle trajectory (positions indicated by the red—start—and subsequent blue
dots); the darker blue indicates 30 days of the trajectory. The black asterisk and contour represent the identiﬁed eddy
center and edge, the gray contour shows the ﬁtted ellipse, and the gray lines show the semimajor and semiminor axes of
the ellipse. (b) Linear regressions of tangential velocity as a function of distance from the eddy center; each line represents
a regression starting by ﬁtting a line to data within one grid cell from the eddy center, followed by using the data
within two grid cells from the eddy center and so forth until including all data points within the eddy. The eddy uniform
vorticity (Ωu) is the slope of the line associated with the best goodness of ﬁt (red line).
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2010; d'Ovidio et al., 2013; Lilly et al., 2011); however, it is unclear how representative the information
extracted from a single trajectory is.
An Eulerian approach based on velocity ﬁelds is therefore chosen for the characterization of eddies.
Importantly, looping trajectories can be the consequence of inertial oscillations or Rossby waves (Flierl,
1981); although the inertial frequency in the region would cause looping trajectories over shorter time periods than those explored here (i.e., ~1 day), complementing eddy diagnosis from looping trajectories with an
Eulerian observing framework is still necessary to verify that such trajectories are induced by an eddy rather
than Rossby waves (Brassington et al., 2011). Finally, because Eulerian frameworks are often more comprehensive in space and time than Lagrangian when observing or estimating velocity ﬁelds, our Eulerian eddy
characterization can be compared broadly; for instance, satellite altimetry provides ﬁelds of geostrophic
velocities around the globe; thus, our ﬁndings can be easily related to mesoscale eddies elsewhere.

2. Methods
2.1. Data
We make use of a data set of particle trajectories, and associated ΩS, described in Cetina‐Heredia et al.
(2014). The data set was generated using 3‐D velocity ﬁelds from the Ocean Forecast for the Earth
Simulator (OFES) and the Connectivity Modeling System (Paris et al., 2013), a Lagrangian tracking model.
OFES is an eddy‐resolving model with (1/10)° horizontal spatial resolution and 54 vertical layers (Masumoto
et al., 2004); it compares well with observations in the study region (van Sebille et al., 2012) and has been
used to quantify long‐term (from 1980 to 2010) transport by the EAC, its extension, and eddies (Cetina‐
Heredia et al., 2014). The model is initialized with temperature and salinity ﬁelds from the World Ocean
Atlas and forced with National Centers for Environmental Prediction from 1950 to 2007 (Masumoto
et al., 2004).
The Cetina‐Heredia et al. (2014) data set was constructed from simulated trajectories of particles released in
a spatial pattern that tags the EAC every third day (temporal resolution of OFES outputs) from 1980 to 2010,
speciﬁcally seeded along a latitudinal section at 28°S where the EAC is coherent, throughout the water column, and at grid cells through which 95% of the instantaneous 3‐D cumulative poleward transport occurs.
The poleward transport was diagnosed with OFES velocity ﬁelds, and the number of grid cells or particles
released every third day varied between 200 and 300 yielding a total of 34,324 in a year. The Lagrangian
simulations rely upon the 3‐D velocity ﬁelds and were run off‐line with an integration time of 6 hr; the 3‐
D particle positions were also recorded every 6 hr. As the OFES velocity ﬁelds are only available every 3 days,
Connectivity Modeling System uses tricubic interpolation of the velocity ﬁelds and particles' positions every
6 hr within the 3‐day time step.
Here we used trajectories of particles released in 2005–2006. We determined that 500 trajectories were sufﬁcient to sample mesoscale eddies in OFES model output ((1/10)° spatial resolution). The smallest eddies
resolved by OFES are approximately 25 km in radius or 2.2 grid points. An eddy with this radius would cover
an area of ~15 grid points. In order to detect this feature, a trajectory must enter these 15 grid points. Based
on mean eddy kinetic energy, the region where eddies are likely to occur (i.e., where the mean EKE is
equivalent or larger to 0.5 m2/s2, Figure 4) encompasses ~6,784 OFES grid points; thus, 453 trajectories
would sufﬁce to detect features spanning 13 grid points, assuming that the sampling is homogeneous and
the eddies extend vertically in the water column. We randomly drew 500 trajectories from the 2005–2006
data to detect and diagnose mesoscale eddies. A top view and vertical distribution of the trajectories that
entered eddies and were further analyzed are shown in Figure S1 in the supporting information.
2.2. Spin Parameter and Velocity Fields
Lagrangian stochastic models describe the motion of passive tracer particles in a turbulent ﬂow using stochastic differential equations (Veneziani, Griffa, Reynolds, et al., 2005). Veneziani et al. (2004) applied the
spin parameter (ΩS) as one such Lagrangian stochastic model in the northwestern Atlantic Ocean and
showed it effectively parameterizes the main statistical properties of the mesoscale turbulence by identifying
looping and nonlooping regimes. The spin parameter describes the mean rotation per time interval computed along a particle trajectory (Griffa et al., 2008); it represents a good estimate of the relative vorticity
of the vortex core in which the loopers are embedded and it follows the vortex temporal evolution
CETINA‐HEREDIA ET AL.
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Figure 4. (a) The 2005–2006 mean eddy kinetic energy (EKE), mean geostrophic velocities capturing the (East Australian
Current [EAC], EAC extension, and Tasman Front), and distribution of anticyclonic (red) and cyclonic (blue) eddies at the
moment water parcels are entrained (dark tone) or leaked (light tone). The size of the symbol is scaled with retention time;
arrows represent the mean geostrophic velocity from 2005 to 2006. (b) Translation velocities for anticyclones (red) and
cyclones (blue); gray lines show the 200‐ and 4,000‐m bathymetry contours. (c) Rose of translation direction of anticyclonic
(red) and cyclonic (blue) eddies; numbers indicate the percentage of eddies (anticylones and cyclones separately) moving
in each direction bin without considering those that do not move.

(Veneziani, Griffa, Garraffo, et al., 2005). Cetina‐Heredia et al. (2014) used the spin parameter to diagnose
the contribution to poleward transport of EAC eddies. Here we extend this work to investigate the
kinematics of the eddies themselves; we use the spin parameter ΩS to distinguish between looping and
nonlooping Lagrangian particle trajectories, determine the direction and magnitude of rotation in the
looping, and identify instances when particles were inside eddies as well as the time they remained inside
the eddy. The expression for the spin parameter is

Ωs ¼

u′ dv′ −v′ du′
EKE 2Δt


(1)

where u′and v′ are the east‐west and north‐south Lagrangian velocity anomalies, respectively, with u ¼ u þ
u′ and v ¼ v þ v′ being a decomposition of the east‐west and north‐south velocity ﬁelds into the time mean
(over 30 years) and time‐varying component within each (1/10)° by (1/10)° grid cell, respectively, du′ and dv′
are the time differentials of the east‐west and north‐south Lagrangian velocities, respectively, Δt is the time
step used to record particle position (6 hr), 〈〉 represents an average of values over 30 days of a particle trajectory, and EKE is the eddy kinetic energy given by


EKE ¼ 0:5 u′2 þ v′2

(2)

The Lagrangian velocities are computed from particle trajectories; further details to calculate the spin parameter are described in Cetina‐Heredia et al. (2014). Each particle trajectory is associated with a spin parameter value every 30 days; threshold values of ΩS > 0.2 day−1 and ΩS < −0.2 day−1 were applied to identify
if each 30‐day segment of all particle trajectories was rotating anticyclonic or cyclonically, respectively (i.e.,
inside an eddy). Van Sebille et al. (2012) ﬁnd that spin parameter threshold values between 0.15 and 0.3 day
−1
recognize eddies in the Tasman Sea, and Cetina‐Heredia et al. (2014) show that 0.2 day−1 is an accurate
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value to discriminate between looping and not looping trajectories. Thus, a spin parameter of 0.2 day−1
diagnoses eddies in the region.
The ﬁrst step was to identify instances when a particle entered an eddy; thus, in our approach the sample
unit is a particle trajectory. Once an eddy is detected using Lagrangian data, other eddy properties (such
as eddy radius or rotation period) can be diagnosed using Eulerian methods. These methods are typically
based on physical metrics derived from the velocity ﬁelds (e.g., the Okubo‐Weiss parameter), or on the geometry of the velocity ﬁelds (Chaigneau et al., 2008; Sadarjoen et al., 1998). Both type of methods have been
applied to examine mesoscale eddies (e.g., Chelton et al., 2007; Chelton, Schlax, & Samelson 2011;
Chaigneau et al., 2008; Nencioli et al., 2010). The use of the Okubo‐Weiss parameter, which contrasts vorticity and strain, requires the choice of a threshold value to identify the edge of the eddy; in contrast, methods
based on ﬂow geometry use closed contours of the stream function around an identiﬁed eddy center. Here
we opt for a method based on ﬂow geometry to minimize sensitivity to the choice of a threshold value for
a dynamical parameter (i.e., Okubo‐Weiss) as well as the uncertainty associated with the introduction of
noise when computing vorticity and strain from velocity derivatives.
The method we use to diagnose eddy properties is described in Nencioli et al. (2010). The method identiﬁes
an eddy center when four constraints are satisﬁed: The velocity vector changes sign in the zonal and meridional directions when crossing the center, the velocity magnitude has a local minimum around the eddy
center, and the direction of velocity vectors needs to change with a constant sense of direction. Once the eddy
center has been identiﬁed, eddy characteristics, such as radius or rotation period, can be diagnosed. The skill
of the Nencioli et al. (2010) method in terms of accuracy detecting true eddies satisﬁes criteria for acceptable
performance by automated algorithms (e.g., above 80% success of detection rate, Chaigneau et al., 2008) and
outperforms that of the Okubo‐Weiss parameter (Nencioli et al., 2010). This method has been used to explore
eddy characteristics over regional and ocean basin scales (Dong et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2011).
To implement the method, two parameters need to be speciﬁed: parameter a, which indicates over how
many grid points from the center an increase in velocity should occur, and parameter b, which determines
the number of grid points to deﬁne the local minimum velocity. We use a = 4 and b = 3; with OFES's spatial
resolution ((1/10)°, within our domain that is 7.4–10.1 km in the zonal and 11.1 km in the meridional direction), this implies that rotation and an increase in velocity moving away from the center have to occur within
at least 29–44 km of the center to identify an eddy. Although the spatial resolution varies in the zonal and
meridional directions, because we use the spin parameter to identify eddies and the Nencioli et al. (2010)
method to diagnose eddy characteristics, the choice of parameters a and b is not crucial in terms of eddy
detection; once an eddy is detected, the characterization (e.g., eddy radius estimate) is not sensitive to
parameter choice.
2.3. Retention Time
The retention time for each particle is equivalent to the time period during which the particle has
|ΩS| > 0.2 day−1, while this is a ﬁrst Lagrangian diagnostic, the retention time is corroborated by conjunct
examination of the particle position and eddy boundaries identiﬁed from velocity ﬁelds (Eulerian diagnostic); thus, retention times satisfy both a |ΩS| > 0.2 day−1 for the particle trajectory and a particle position
within the eddy boundaries thereby beneﬁtting from both a Lagrangian and Eulerian perspective.
Previous studies have shown that a 0.2‐day−1 value diagnoses eddies in the region accurately (Cetina‐
Heredia et al., 2014) and is therefore suitable to quantify retention time by eddies. Each time a particle loops
(|ΩS| > 0.2 day−1) we identify the eddy from the associated velocity ﬁelds (Figure 3) until the particle leaves
the eddy (|ΩS| < 0.2 day−1). Each time step OFES velocity ﬁelds are available (3 days) the particle's vertical
position is used to determine the depth of the velocity ﬁeld used to characterize the eddy (Figure 2).
Additionally, the depth extent of the eddy is also diagnosed applying the Nencioli algorithm on 2‐D velocity
ﬁelds at depths above and below that of the particle's position; this analysis restricted detection to eddies
with the same center position as that identiﬁed at the particle's depth; thus, it only identiﬁes the depth extent
over which the eddy is straight. The eddy characteristics are associated with the time the particle remains
inside the eddy (retention time Rt). We examine how retention diagnostics relate to the time water parcels
remain inside eddies, and differences in retention diagnostics across eddies that entrain, retain, or leak particles. Cyclones and anticylones are analyzed separately.
CETINA‐HEREDIA ET AL.
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2.4. Eddy Characterization and Retention Diagnostics
We chose a set of variables that characterize the eddy and its dynamics: the eddy radius (r), vorticity (Ω), period (T), and Rossby number (Ro). Similarly, we estimated metrics that may relate to the eddy's potential to
retain water parcels: the region within the eddy that is close to solid body rotation (referred to as solid body
rotation radius rs) and the ratio of the eddy rotation velocity to the velocity at which the eddy is translated
over the background ﬂow (Uc), eddy eccentricity (e), and tendency in eccentricity over time (de/dt). All
metrics are computed for every time step (3 days) during the time a particle remains inside an eddy; the average over such time period of each property is used to represent each eddy and to relate these metrics with
retention time.
2.4.1. Eddy Characteristics: Radius, Vorticity, Period, and Rossby Number
The eddy radius (r) is determined as the mean distance between the eddy center and the outermost closed
streamline across which the radial velocity is still increasing (Nencioli et al., 2010). The eddy vorticity (Ω)
is estimated by ﬁtting a straight line to data points determined by the distance from the eddy center and
the tangential velocity (vt); thus, the eddy vorticity is the slope of the linear ﬁt vt = Ωr. The eddy period
(T) is given by T = 2π/Ω. Finally, the Rossby number is deﬁned as the vorticity normalized by the absolute
Coriolis parameter at the eddy center, Ro = Ω/|f|.
2.4.2. Retention Diagnostics
2.4.2.1. Solid Body Rotation and Rotational to Translation Velocity Ratio
Uniform or solid body rotation implies that a water parcel rotates at a tangential velocity (vt) that
increases linearly as it is further from the eddy center. In the ocean, interaction with the background ﬂow
prevents uniform rotation or uniform rotation throughout the eddy extent; Early et al. (2011) propose that
only an inner core of the eddy delimited by the zero relative vorticity contour retains water parcels, while
an outer region exchanges water with its surrounding; thus, for each eddy we diagnose a region close to
solid body rotation (radius rs). This region is identiﬁed by ﬁtting a straight line to data points determined
by the distance from the eddy center against tangential velocities obtained from the Eulerian velocity
ﬁelds. We use velocity data from grid cells between the eddy center and the eddy edge. The ﬁt and goodness of ﬁt is ﬁrst obtained including data within a grid cell from the eddy center; second, including data
within two grid cells from the eddy center; and so forth until all data between the center and eddy edge
are included. The radius of solid body rotation is that when the inclusion of more data points for the ﬁt
does not give a better goodness of ﬁt (R2, Figure 3b). The slope for the best ﬁt is recorded as the eddy uniform vorticity (Ωu). The radius of solid body rotation, uniform vorticity, and goodness of ﬁt is obtained for
every time step during the time a particle is inside an eddy, and the averages are used to relate these
metrics with retention time.
In addition, we deﬁne Uc as the ratio of rotational to translation velocity; because we are interested in a
metric that reﬂects the potential to retain a water parcel and because retention time corresponds to the time
a particle remains inside an eddy, the rotational velocity used to compute Uc is the tangential velocity at the
location of the particle (vtp). The translation velocity is computed from the displacement of the eddy center in
time as vtp = drec/dt, where drec is the distance between eddy centers in a time step dt.
2.4.2.2. Eccentricity and Eccentricity Change
The least squares method is used to ﬁt an ellipse to the data points determined by the longitude and latitude deﬁning the edge of the eddy without constraining the eddy center. Eccentricity is then calculated as
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
e ¼ 1− eeab 2, where ea and eb are the semimajor and semiminor axis of the ellipse, respectively (Figure 3).
A value of 0 implies an isotropic eddy with circular shape and axes of same magnitude, while a value
close to 1 implies an anisotropic eddy with an elongated elliptical shape where one axis is considerably
larger than the other. Finally, the change in eccentricity over time is computed as a measure of changes
in shape of the eddy, and whether it is becoming more (+) or less (−) elongated.

3. Results
3.1. Eddy's Spatial Distribution, Retention, and Translation
We use particles seeded in 2005–2006 that displayed looping trajectories examining 255 and 130 instances
when particles entered anticyclonic and cyclonic eddies, respectively.
CETINA‐HEREDIA ET AL.
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Table 1
Percentage of Anticyclonic and Cyclonic Eddies Translated in Each Direction and Corresponding Median and Interquartile
(25%–75%) Translation Velocities
Anticyclones
Direction
East
NE
North
NW
West
SW
South
SE
All directions
No translation

Cyclones

%

Median (m/s)

Interquartile
range (m/s)

2.7
4.3
11.4
5.5
16.1
32.5
13.7
5.9
92.1
7.9

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.3

0.16–0.53
0.20–0.40
0.19–0.80
0.14–0.44
0.13–0.49
0.15–0.81
0.13–0.64
0.08–0.38
0.12–0.52

%

Median (m/s)

Interquartile
range (m/s)

3
6.9
6.9
15.4
24.6
18.5
15.4
3.1
93.8
6.2

0.5
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.4

0.40–0.73
0.12–0.34
0.16–0.43
0.20–0.94
0.17–0.79
0.25–0.54
0.14–0.69
0.07–0.15
0.15–0.60

Note. The direction of translation and translation velocities are computed considering the eddy translation since water
entrainment until leakage.

The regions where we detect water parcel entrainment into and leakage out of mesoscale eddies (Figure 4)
correspond to an area where sea surface height variability is large (Mata et al., 2006), and that has been associated with high eddy kinetic energy (Kerry et al., 2016; O'Kane et al., 2011; Schiller et al., 2008). Eddies are
often aligned with the continental shelf break along the EAC and EAC extension, and over a quasi‐zonal
band into the Tasman Sea at ~31°S where the EAC separates frequently and gives rise to the Tasman
Front (Figure 4). Anticyclonic eddies propagate most often in a southwestward direction (aligned with the
shelf break) typically at speeds of 0.3 m/s. Conversely, cyclonic eddies generally move toward the west,
including NW, SW, and west at speeds of 0.3 m/s, and a larger proportion is distributed throughout the
Tasman Sea (Table 1 and Figure 4).
Retention times range from a few days to a year; the maximum retention time in the data here is ~75% longer
in anticylones (maximum of 357 days) than in cyclones (maximum of 198 days); nevertheless, typical retention (i.e., interquartile range from the 25th to the 75th percentiles) by
anticyclones is marginally shorter (12–45 days) than that by cyclones
(18–51 days, Figure 5a). Interestingly, retention within anticyclones is
consistently longer for eddies downstream of the latitude where the
EAC typically separates (i.e., 32.4°S, Cetina‐Heredia et al., 2014) and closer to the coast. In contrast, retention by cyclonic eddies is slightly larger
offshore (Figure 4).
3.2. General Eddy Characteristics: Radius, Vorticity, Period, and
Rossby Number

Figure 5. Frequency histogram (percent of eddies) of retention time (a) and
Rossby numbers (b) for both anticyclonic (red) and cyclonic (blue) eddies.

CETINA‐HEREDIA ET AL.

Anticyclonic eddies vary in radius between 23 and 123 km and extend
straight through the water column over ~450 m. Their vorticity ranges
from 0.25 × 10−5 to 3.2 × 10−5 s−1 implying water parcels may take as little
as 2 days or up to 29 days to complete an orbit around the eddy. Cyclonic
eddies also have a similar depth extent and a large radius range but are
marginally smaller than anticyclones, with radii between 25 and 94 km.
Their vorticity is similar in magnitude to that of anticyclones but with a
smaller range of 0.31 × 10−5 to 1.5 × 10−5 s−1, resulting in water parcels
orbiting the eddy in 5–23 days. Overall, anticyclones tend to be larger than
cyclones and have higher vorticity/shorter period (Figures 6a and 6b). The
frequency distributions of size and vorticity for mesoscale eddies are
skewed toward smaller values; hence, there are more smaller eddies with
low vorticity than large eddies with high vorticity.
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Figure 6. (a and b) Eddy radius and vorticity (mean ± standard error) for (a) anticyclones and (b) cyclones. Means and standard errors are computed over time,
spanning the time period that a particle remains inside an eddy. (c and d) Eddy radius versus solid body rotation radius for (c) anticyclones and (d) cyclones.
The linear ﬁt and slope are shown with a thin line; the thick line represents the rotation radius equal to the eddy radius.

The radius of solid body rotation is always smaller than the radius of the diagnosed eddy edge. Thus, while
median eddy radius reach 67 and 47 km for anticyclones and cyclones, respectively, median solid body rotation extend only within 38 and 25 km from the eddy center for anticyclones and cyclones, respectively; commonly, the radius of solid body rotation is ~50%–60% smaller than the eddy radius (Figures 6c and 6d).
Rossby numbers are signiﬁcantly smaller than unity suggesting mesoscale eddies are predominantly in
approximate geostrophic balance; speciﬁcally, we ﬁnd Rossby numbers with a median (interquartile range)
of 0.18 (0.13–0.26) and 0.26 (0.15–0.4) for cyclones and anticyclones, respectively (Figure 5b).

3.3. Eddy Retention Diagnostics
3.3.1. Solid Body Rotation
Comparison of the tangential velocity expected from the eddy uniform rotation and that at the location of the
particle inside the eddy reveals most particles rotating faster or slower than uniform vorticity. Most of the
particles within the region close to solid body rotation have the same or faster tangential velocities than that
expected from uniform vorticity. More importantly, for both anticylones and cyclones, a signiﬁcantly higher
proportion of particles that show long retention times (e.g., retention time ≥ 100 days) lie inside the region
close to solid body rotation and are associated with faster rotation than uniform vorticity, particularly for
anticyclones (Figure 7). Conversely, particles whose mean location is outside the region close to solid body
rotation are always rotating at a slower velocity than that expected for uniform vorticity and associated with
shorter retention times (Figure 7). This is corroborated with an analysis of variance, which shows that for
anticyclones and cyclones, retention times are signiﬁcantly larger for particles within the region close to
solid body rotation (p ≪ 0.01); similarly, for anticyclones, those particles that rotate at a faster velocity than
that expected from uniform vorticity are retained for longer (p ≪ 0.01). Interestingly, we ﬁnd that tangential
velocities of particles inside anticyclones can be faster than those for cyclones and deviate further from tangential velocities expected from uniform vorticity (Figure 7); such particles also show the largest retention
CETINA‐HEREDIA ET AL.
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Figure 7. Tangential velocity at the particle location (vtp_u) computed from uniform vorticity (Ωu), against tangential velocity at the particle location (vtp) from the
Eulerian velocity ﬁeld. The size of the symbol is scaled by retention time; black symbols show cases when the mean distance of the particle from the eddy center is
within the region close to solid body rotation, and white symbols when it is outside.

times; this may be an indication of anticylonic eddies merging constructively as known to occur throughout
the Paciﬁc (Qiu‐Yang et al., 2016) including off southeastern Australia.
3.3.2. Ratio of Rotational to Translation Velocity (Uc)
For an eddy to transport water, the ratio of the velocity of the rotational velocity to the eddy's translational
velocity (Uc) has to be larger than unity (Early et al., 2011). In agreement, we ﬁnd that longer retention
occurs in eddies that have large Uc; for instance, particles that remain in eddies for longer than 30 days have
Uc that are at least larger than 2. Similarly, the largest retention time is associated with the largest Uc.
Nevertheless, there are instances when Uc is large and retention is short (Figure 8). Therefore, there are factors other than the balance between translation and eddy rotation inﬂuencing retention of water by eddies.
3.3.3. Eccentricity and Eccentricity Change
Vortex instability or the interaction of eddies with the background ﬂow may cause differential rotation,
changes in the eddy shape (e.g., change in eccentricity), and an opportunity for water exchange (de Steur
& van Leeuwen, 2004). Our results show that changes in eccentricity are larger in magnitude across eddies
that leak water parcels than for those that retain them. Moreover, the tendency of eccentricity across cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies that leak water parcels is positive, implying that the eddy is becoming more elongated (i.e., toward larger anisotropy). In contrast, changes in eccentricity when particles are retained are
toward isotropy (Figure 9). Interestingly, there was no clear relation between water entrainment, leakage,
or retention and changes in eddy size (increase or decrease of the area of ﬁtted ellipses).

Figure 8. Frequency histogram (percent of eddies) for the ratio of eddy rotation velocity to eddy translation velocity (Uc),
and retention time (days).
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4. Discussion
4.1. Summary of Retention Times, Eddy Characteristics, and
Method Limitations
Based on mesoscale modeling outputs, we show that the retention by
mesoscale eddies shed by the EAC or entraining EAC water varies significantly; eddies can retain water parcels over a year and can also leak easily
and retain water only for a few days. The median retention time by eddies
is close to a month (Figure 5a). Mesoscale eddies in the EAC system also
have a wide range of sizes, vorticities, eccentricity, and shape ﬂuctuations
(i.e., changes in eccentricity with time). Eddy diameter varies over a factor
of 5, roughly from 50 to 250 km. Depending on size and vorticity, a water
parcel may take as little as 2 days and up to 29 days to complete an orbit
around the eddy (Figures 6a and 6b). We ﬁnd that anticyclones are typically larger than cyclones and can retain water parcels for longer, with
median diameters of 135 and 94 km, and maximum retention times of
Figure 9. Tendency in eccentricity relative to the likelihood of water being 357 and 198 days for anticyclones and cyclones, respectively (Figure 5a).
entrained, retained or leaked. The bars extend from the 25th to the 75th
However, both the diameter and retention time ranges encompassing
percentiles, the dot indicates the mean, and the whiskers encompass the
the 25th to the 75th percentiles are similar irrespective of the direction
whole data range (red) anticyclones and (blue) cyclones.
of rotation (Figure 5a). Nevertheless, we ﬁnd differences in their spatial
distribution; retention by anticyclonic eddies is consistently longer immediately downstream of typical EAC separation latitudes. Conversely, cyclones located offshore in the Tasman
Sea retain water for longer than those close to the continent (Figure 4a). This suggests that anticyclones are
likely to transport water poleward along the southeast coast of mainland Australia into the coastline of
Tasmania, and subsequently toward the Southern Ocean (Pilo, Oke, et al., 2015), while cyclones are more
likely to transport water within the Tasman Sea westward (from NW to SW).
Focusing on EAC eddies or eddies that entrain EAC water, we analyze trajectories of particles released outside eddies, across a latitudinal section where the EAC is most coherent (at 28°S). The time when particles
enter an eddy might not coincide with the moment of eddy formation; therefore, retention time could be
underestimated, for instance, for particles that ﬁrst enter an eddy that is already decaying. Given the particle
release location, particles entering eddies late in their lifespan may be more common for eddies that form in
the Tasman Sea than for eddies formed along the EAC poleward path or shed by the EAC; hence, our results
may be underestimating retention time by offshore eddies.
Because the EAC is known to shed anticyclonic eddies consistently (Bull et al., 2017; Cetina‐Heredia et al.,
2014), it is not surprising that there are more particle trajectories entering anticyclones than cyclones.
Nevertheless, the largest proportion of particles entering anticyclones is also determined by the larger proportion of anticyclones relative to cyclones in the study region (Oliver et al., 2015; Pilo, Mata, & Azevedo, 2015).
Our estimates of retention and eddy characterization only account for mesoscale dynamics. According to
Grifﬁes and Treguier (2013), a model's effective resolution is 6–10 times its grid spacing; therefore, the model
used in this study does not resolve features of spatial scales smaller than 44.4 km (6 times 7.4 km, i.e., the
minimum grid spacing), which are relevant to nonlinearities that may inﬂuence properties such as vorticity.
4.2. How Do Eddy Characteristics, Retention Times, and Distribution in the EAC Compare to
What Has Been Found in This and Other Regions?
The vorticity, radius, and distribution of mesoscale eddies diagnosed with weekly merged altimetry ﬁelds
(Everett et al., 2015; Pilo, Mata, & Azevedo, 2015) are similar to those identiﬁed in our study. Individual
mesoscale eddies in the region studied with models (Macdonald et al., 2016, Oke & Grifﬁn, 2011) and more
recently observed (Roughan et al., 2017) also lie within the realm of eddies presented here.
Regarding their spatial distribution, and also in agreement with our results, Pilo, Mata, and Azevedo (2015)
found eddies over the entire Tasman Sea with higher density south of the EAC separation and clustered over
the continental shelf break. The alignment of eddies with prevailing currents in the region (i.e., EAC, EAC
extension, and Tasman Front) suggests that their formation is associated with current instabilities. In addition, Pilo, Mata, and Azevedo (2015) observed most of the EAC eddies propagating westward. Similar eddy's
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distribution and movement are identiﬁed in this study and by Oliver et al. (2015) from modeled velocity
ﬁelds of contemporary and future circulation (projection of a climate scenario); however, the latter shows
an enhanced difference in the distribution of cyclones and anticyclones where cyclones are more common
in the Tasman Sea and anticyclones along the coast. The prevalence of anticylones along the EAC extension
and cyclones across the Tasman Sea is also evident in our results (Figure 4).
Few studies focus on the time that eddies retain water parcels. In contrast to our results, d'Ovidio et al. (2013)
found very few eddies with retention times longer than a month in the Kerguelen region of the Indian
Ocean, and most common retention times of a few days (<10 days). Although retention times of eddies shed
by the Agulhas Current (a Western Boundary Current analogous to the EAC) are not reported, these eddies
are known to last few years (e.g., Duncombe Rae, 1991) and have therefore the potential to retain particles
for time periods as long as the maximum retention times found in this study for the EAC. Condie and Condie
(2016) examined 12 eddies under different oceanic conditions, distributed globally, and reported retention
times between 5 and 67 days. We ﬁnd median retention times of similar order of magnitude (~1 month)
and also considerably longer maximum retention time (close to a year). Studies of large stable eddies in
the North Atlantic have also reported retention of yearlong time scales (e.g., Lehahn et al., 2007; The Ring
Group, 1981); our study suggests that stable eddies retaining water for long time periods (up to a year) occur
in southeast Australia. This study is based on a numerical simulation with a spatial resolution of (1/10)°.
Submesoscale and small mesoscale features that are not resolved at this spatial resolution may modify the
retention time; nevertheless, the median retention times we ﬁnd are the same order of magnitude than those
obtained from observations of two‐dimensional current ﬁelds, speciﬁcally from drifter releases inside large
and small eddies in the region (~163 and ~35 km in diameter, respectively, Roughan et al., 2017).
4.3. Relationship Between Retention Diagnostics and Water Retention
The eddies we examine are embedded within a dynamic mean ﬂow, and among other mesoscale eddies with
which they interact (Pilo et al., 2018). As a consequence, eddies are in constant change, and predictions of
the time they retain water parcels from mean eddy characteristics (e.g., radius, vorticity, and depth extent)
are not robust. The large variability of average metrics over the eddy lifespan or time it retains a water parcel
masks possible relationships between retention and eddy characteristics. Nevertheless, our analyses show
eddies that become more circular (i.e., close to an idealized geostrophic balance) retain water parcels, while
those that elongate (likely undergoing interaction and disturbance to the geostrophic balance) tend to leak
water parcels; this is in agreement with observed pathways of drifting buoys within an anticyclone, which
were leaked during its decay (Brassington et al., 2011). Thus, a measure of changes in eddy shape (i.e., tendency in eccentricity) can be used to diagnose the likelihood of immediate water retention or leakage by the
eddy. This characteristic can be computed in near real time from geostrophic velocities obtained from satellite altimetry considering that satellite‐derived ﬁelds of geostrophic velocities are often constructed from
observations at different times and have low spatial resolution, which do not resolve submesoscale and small
mesoscale features (Chelton, Schlax, & Samelson, 2011). Less limited to low temporal resolution in observations are those provided by Doppler radiometers such as the proposed new Sea surface KInematics
Multiscale monitoring (SKIM) mission (Ardhuin et al., 2018), or more locally and with higher spatial resolution (e.g., of 1.5 km and 10.4° in the radial and azimuthal directions) by high frequency radars (Archer et al.,
2017; Mantovanelli et al., 2017; Schaeffer et al., 2017).
Not surprisingly, the metrics that show a relationship with retention time are dynamical (e.g., ratio between
translation to rotational velocity) and not simply geometrical (i.e., eddy size). Indeed, studies that have
explored retention by eddies have not found a clear relation to size (Condie & Condie, 2016) but have presented evidence of dynamical metrics inﬂuencing retention. For instance, Simons et al. (2015) modeled
two observed eddies in the California Current that had contrasting ﬁsh larval abundances; examination of
the modeled eddies and tracked particles revealed high particle abundances for longer in the eddy rotating
at a steady state in space and time, and low particle abundance or shorter retention in the eddy with
unsteady rotation. In agreement, we ﬁnd that water parcels inside a region of the eddy close to solid body
rotation are likely to remain inside the eddy, while those outside are leaked more easily.
Similarly, Early et al. (2011) show that if the eddy rotational velocity exceeds translation velocity, there
would be a region within the eddy that does not leak water; however, water loss may occur if the eddy
decays. In agreement, we ﬁnd that faster eddy rotation than translation is a necessary (but not sufﬁcient)
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condition for water to be retained by an eddy. Speciﬁcally, our results suggest that abrupt eddy changes, particularly toward elongation, are likely to allow water exchange with the surroundings. Changes in eddy
shape may be caused by nonuniform vorticity and lead to loss of water from the eddy while undergoing geostrophic adjustment, or by instability and breakup of the vortex (de Steur & van Leeuwen, 2004). This
mechanism has previously been associated with tracer ﬁlamentation and leakage due to differential rotation
and eddy shape changes in Agulhas rings (de Steur & van Leeuwen, 2004).
4.4. Implications of Retention Times and Eddy Translation
4.4.1. Transport of Water Masses
Given the prevailing velocities at which eddies are advected, and usual retention times, mesoscale eddies
have the potential to transport water across regions where water properties vary markedly. For instance,
at a mean SW translation velocity of 0.3 m/s, median retention times of a month, and moving along a straight
path, eddies could transport water from typical EAC separation latitudes (32°S) to 39°S just north of
Tasmania; therefore, mesoscale eddies have the potential to move warm oligotrophic EAC waters into a
region of colder waters of the Tasman Sea. Mean surface mixed layer temperatures in the Coral Sea (where
the EAC forms) and the ocean off Tasmania differ by up to 12 °C (Condie & Dunn, 2006); thus, although
eddies only contribute between 12.7% and 15.8% to the total poleward transport along the southeast coast
of Australia (Cetina‐Heredia et al., 2014) and that more than half the transport from the Tasman into the
Indian Ocean occurs outside eddies (van Sebille et al., 2012), our results suggest the heat transport by these
ﬂow structures may not be negligible.
Assuming eddies are stationary and of constant volume, Rykova et al. (2017) estimated that anticyclonic
eddies along southeastern Australia could contribute 8–46% of the heat entering the Tasman Sea.
Similarly, to explore contemporary and future temperature transport by eddies along the EAC extension,
Oliver et al. (2015) integrated the heat content of eddies by assuming that the zero contour of relative vorticity represented the radius within which tracer retention is high (Early et al., 2011). Oliver et al. (2015) found
that eddies dominate the poleward transport of heat along the EAC extension south of 39°S. Our study shows
that eddies along southeast Australia typically retain water parcels for a month while being advected; consequently, the assumptions of constant eddy volume or high retention are reasonable over this time period.
Therefore, our results support the hypothesis that heat transport by eddies in the region is considerable.
Other hydrographic properties may be modulated by eddies while advected due to water retention;
Rykova and Oke (2015) found that cyclonic eddies have relatively low salinity; thus, freshening along the
path of cyclonic eddies is a possible consequence. Furthermore, anticyclonic eddies formed during the summer season can retain large volumes of anomalously warm water in situ into the cooler winter season, which
Chambers et al. (2015) showed contributed to damaging thunderstorm activity. Although water retention by
eddies is key in their contribution to the transport of heat and other properties, ocean‐atmosphere interactions including heat ﬂuxes will also inﬂuence such process (e.g., Grifﬁes et al., 2015).
4.4.2. Biogeochemical and Transport of Particulates
Anticyclonic eddies along the shelf break in southeast Australia are known to have considerably lower chlorophyll a concentrations than those in the Tasman Sea (Everett et al., 2015). In addition, we ﬁnd that anticyclonic eddies moving along the shelf break generally have longer retention times than those offshore in the
Tasman Sea (Figure 4); therefore, the along‐shore transport of nutrient depleted waters by anticyclonic
eddies is likely to be signiﬁcant.
Eddies have been associated with a stepwise biogeochemical response consisting of nutrient injection and
phytoplankton growth (Sweeney et al., 2003), which has been observed developing over short time periods
of 2–5 days off California (Dugdale & Wilkerson, 1998) and over a month in the Sargasso Sea (McGillicuddy
et al., 1998). Simons et al. (2015) emphasized that not only the lifespan of an eddy but whether they retain
water plays an important role triggering this biogeochemical response. Retention times found in this study
(median of approximately month) suggest that eddies along southeast Australia and in the Tasman Sea are
likely to induce such cascading effect from nutrient supply to productivity.
Because eddies can induce productivity through upwelled nutrient enrichment, concentration, and retention (Bakun, 2006; Dufois et al., 2016), larval ﬁsh entrained in eddies can beneﬁt from food availability
throughout their development. The eddy retention times we ﬁnd along southeast Australia not only are
long enough for a phytoplankton response to nutrient rich waters but also affect phytoplankton species
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interactions (Bracco et al., 2000; Perruche et al., 2011), attract organisms of higher trophic levels (e.g., Bakun,
2013; d'Ovidio et al., 2013), and inﬂuence connectivity patterns (Cetina‐Heredia et al., 2019; Roughan et al.,
2011) through the transport of larvae during their pelagic phase. We ﬁnd mesoscale cyclonic eddies in the
Tasman Sea move westward and potentially deliver water with higher nutrient concentrations and larvae
into the continental shelf break, particularly at 32°S. This is in contrast to smaller frontal eddies that form
on the inside edge of the EAC and translate offshore and poleward transporting shelf waters as observed
by Roughan et al. (2017).
4.4.3. On Circulation Projections
Projections of circulation under a climate scenario show a larger proportion of anticyclones relative to
cyclones relative to that of contemporary climate (from 20% to 70% more anticyclones than cyclones,
Oliver et al., 2015) along southeast Australia. We ﬁnd that typical retention times are similar irrespective
of the direction of rotation; however, anticyclones have larger maximum retention time and often occur
along the EAC extension, while cyclones are more spread across the Tasman Sea. As a consequence, a larger
proportion of anticyclones in future scenarios would enhance poleward transport of water properties and
larvae. In agreement, under the same climate scenario as that examined by Oliver et al. (2015), Cetina‐
Heredia et al. (2015) found that mesoscale eddy activity increases along the EAC extension inducing an
increase in the amount of larvae reaching the coast between 36°S and 38°S relative to that in the contemporary scenario. Thus, the presence of even more anticyclones in future scenarios is likely to enhance heat transport and dispersal along the coast south of the EAC separation affecting heat distribution and changing
connectivity patterns.
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